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CGRG President’s Ramblings
Hello to you all from Andrew and Nicola
I truly hope you are all safe and well in your bubbles
Soon we may be able to expand those under the
recommended guidelines
I still do not see an end date to these levels, that said.
follow the advice given and keep safe
I have plans to do a ring around over the next four
weeks to say hello to you all
Until we are given the clearance to do so we cannot
hold a meeting, general or otherwise
We are very much an at risk group as many members
have more grey hair than me
Ian and I have decided to leave the collection of
membership dues to after the madness has ended
Thank you to those who have paid in advance already
Since my last ramblings
While I have been a good little house Elf , I still
avoid cooking, but do a lot more of cleaning and
putting away
I have decided to try cooking more in the next four
weeks, let you know how I get out of,( scratch last
bit) ,How I go.
I have used this opportunity to do a lot of work on
my layout and can honestly say I am where I thought
I was going to be in late August, so much further
ahead than thought
Since last front piece, first page last month, I have
rebuilt the curve on the right from one bridge to the
other and from the other end of the long bridge (to
the left) all the way to the back of the site, adjusting
gradient, about fifteen metres of block work, I
prepped pavers and blockwork then attached timber
pieces and laid track which I have since screwed and
connected all up and tested whole main line and yard
and return loop with a battery loco and three wagons.
No photos as needed to know it was going to work
and it does. Yay, now on to the branch line to the
coal mine and the logging railway sawmill and its
line into the bush climbing up a mountain as it goes,
design work on that happening now. Yes no real plan
just a location.
I have also started the dressing of the risers with
Stone and soil, a slow and heavy job, but much

progress to date which I am happy with, the soil
being moved in 10 litre buckets
I will have to get more stone and soil in future, still
have two tonnes to pick up from storage.
Also with the inclement weather we occasionally
have, I have been working on the work bench and
completed some structures (more to come) also
carried out some repair work to wagons and also
looking at some rebuilding work and completing
many of those (when I have the time, effort and
energy) jobs that get put to one side, I have many of
those and have been bringing them down from the
hidey hole I have in my attic. Nicola keeps asking
about where did these come from and I use the
adage , Oh that, I have had it for ages.
As I stated last month I am really looking forward to
seeing the results of members spare time and the
projects they have been working on, some I have
been lucky enough to see on Facebook and the like
and they are truly magical and inspiring, Kudos to
Kerry Paterson, Iain Collingwood and Ian Galbraith
for what they have shown me (and others)
What world we are left with after the dust settles will
not be the world we started this adventure on, it will
be different and as always change is inevitable ,
please don’t fight it, accept it and move on. I am now
working from home and that looks like it will go on
for a while, I am lucky, I still have a job, but that will
be determined by factors out of my control
As requested by our clubs editor, Ian Galbraith,
please send through to him your photos and thoughts,
contact details below and remember to phone me
anytime for a yak if you feel the need.
I would like to emphasise my appreciation to Ian
Galbraith and to his wife Ann for their support and
most excellent work on behalf of our club over the
last year, Ian keeps me on my toes and focused on
those things important about the running of the club
and convention 2021.
Happy Garden Model Railroading my friends, till we
meet again
President Wilson
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What’s he up to Now?
Andrew Wilson, West Melton
I have several buildings including this one to make on
the rainy days we will be experiencing over the next
few weeks
This one being the boiler house for my industrial
Complex Wilson’s Distillery which will make
Whisky.
This is the Brewery set, I have three of the four

structures built, gate and walls, ,just missing a
chimney set, if anyone has one for sale please contact
me. I plan to have this set up as Wilsons Distillery, a
name from the distant past down south and I have
already built the siding to serve
I worked on these during the first two weeks of
lockdown
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Latest Stone work
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What’s On The Workbench
Dave Day, Christchurch
I have been busy with a few projects for my up &
coming railway (watch this space).
The water tower was scratch built with Dennis
Lindsay, but the other models were in kit set form.
The farm implements were kits set as were the garage
tools etc.

I am now working on a railway station in
conjunction with Dennis Lindsay & will take some
photos on the way through & get them off to you.
It is amazing what you find to do when you can't go
out to play.
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What’s On The Workbench
Ian Galbraith, Rangiora
Andrew Wilson had a part finished NZR style signal box which required the front and side windows. The
opening s in the model were measured, and using “NZ Railway Stand Alone Mechanical Signal Boxes from
the H J Wynne Era 1900-1929” by John Fitzgerald, for reference, the three different widows were drawn using
Fusion 360 and then printed in white PLA on the Ender 3 3D printer. No provision was made for glazing as a
sheet of clear acrylic had been built into the model.

Front, End window as drawn

Partial front view, end and centre window openings

Windows temporarily in position
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What’s On The Workbench
Kabita Whale, Lincoln
Another completed water tank, one of eleven
assembled by a number of Christchurch Garden
Railway Group members

The current project is six freight sheds. The ply ends and sides were prepared by Dennis Lindsay and the
doors and window produced by Ian Galbraith. Cladding is board and batten.
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From the Lockup Workbench
Chris Drowley, Tawa
This lockup (lockdown) has proved to be beneficial
in a couple of ways. Getting lots of exercise, bonus of
having a dog to make the excuse to get out of the
house and wander the neighbourhood. Didn’t know
there were so many dogs about, so much so all four
walking lanes needed. (Well nobody using the road
so all walkers, exercise people did) Another was all
those projects, modelling and otherwise, have finally
been brought to life, and many of mine are 3+ years
of being on the “round-to-it” list.
After all the “forewoman’s” job requests had been
completed, plus a couple of others knocked off the
DIY house “round-to-it”, well those that I had
materials for, I needed to keep occupied so the
modelling projects list finally came out. This project
has been on my list for several years, and I had all the

bits required tucked away under the house, so finally
a rake of 12 older 2 bay hopper wagons finally got
their coal loads.
The foam blanks were from offcut 30mm foam sheets
offcuts I obtained from a worksite dumpster raid
many moons ago, and the main “coal” load was bag
of plastic granules used for manufacturing black
irrigation pipe. Blanks were first cut to size and
roughly shaped with a sharp blade and sanded
smooth. Then I spray painted the blanks black so any
“holes” in the coal load showed black not white
foam. Blanks then given a liberal painting of PVA
glue and slipped into the wagon before being sprinkle
covered with the black plastic granules and finger
tapped into position and shape. Next a lump of coal
was crushed, (every modeller must have a lump of

Making the blanks
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Carving to shape
coal somewhere in their collection) and
sifted until a good supply of coal dust was
collected. A saturation coat of PVA 50%
reduced with water and couple drops of
dishwashing liquid, (breaks down water
tension surface and flows easier into the
cracks) was dribbled over the plastic
granules and then the coal dust sprinkled
over. Into the sun and light breeze for the
afternoon to dry off, then final coat of
hairspray to complete the job and lock in the
coal dust. Load is very firm to touch so will
handle the packing and moving for running.
Looking forward to seeing these out for a
run when we get let out of lockup. Now to
start locating the bits tucked away for the
next project on the list.

Mess from carving
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Carving to shape

Half way
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Glue on plastic coal

Dusting of real coal dust
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Finished with hair spray

Completed. Rake of 12 ready to run
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An alternative solution on the Great Norther Railway
Ross Fraser, Rangiora
The problem is I need at least another 11 of these
turnout motors and switch units. The reality is that
they cost $130.00+ per combined unit.

PCA9685 board ($4.00 )to drive up to 16 servos
With servos one relay is required for each turn out to
switch the frog polarity.
The solution… cost $2.50 and uses a Hall effect
transistor and magnet for the switching indication.
Using either concept requires the same form of
controlling hardware. I use an Arduino Pro Mini
($3.00) that connects via Loconet to Train Controller
software.
The Pro Mini software is a home grown/googled cut
and paste creation.
LGB turnout motors require two relays each.

The relay responds to the Hall effect transistors input
signal via the Pro mini. This same input signal is used
by the Train Controller software to set the railway
signalling system as required, and in keeping with the
age old claim of model railways to be teaching one
new skills…
Credit for the idea is given to
the Sandstone & Termite railway
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rj8gxwYHIM4
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An adventure into scratch building line side scenery.

Rail joiners , a quick project on the Great Northern Railway
Ross Fraser, Rangiora

While the next one is being drilled, tap the holes in
the previous one.
Cut up some suitable sized brass

Fire up the CNC machine and repeat a previous
program as many times as required.

And fill the holes with M3*8 SS machine screws
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Then install as required

rldhobbies.com

reindeerpas.com

GScaleGraphics@comcast.net
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Dubh Eas Viaduct 1 - Making a Start
John Boyson – Auckland Garden Railway Society/Gauge One Model Railway Association

Glen Falloch Viaduct
The viaduct looking north, photo courtesy of John Baker via Flickr (with permission)
This article has been prepared for joint publication in the Garden Whistle and G1MRA NZ newsletter.
Photos provided by the author except as shown.
This viaduct is one of the largest on the West Highland Railway and is certainly the tallest by a considerable margin. It is located in
Glen Falloch north of Loch Lomond between Ardlui and Crianlarich Stations. As can be seen, it is a lattice girder structure that is
typical of the West Highland between Glasgow and Fort William. It has eight spans. It is generally regarded as the big brother of
Auchtertyre Viaduct which has appeared from time to time in the Garden Whistle.
The main span is 117 feet long and 144 feet above the stream it crosses. The overall length is 478 feet which at a scale of 1:32
translates to a model length of just over 4.5 metres. It is curved and on the model has a radius of 8 metres which is more or less
prototypical.
However one significant point of difference to Auchtertyre Viaduct, besides the size, is the pier construction. On Auchtertyre, they
are made of stone quarried from the hillside immediately beside the viaduct. For Dubh Eas, they are concrete built up in layers. Why
that is, I have not been able to absolutely determine, since the use of each material is not completely confined to specific areas on the
railway. However, as a generalisation, the pier structures south of Crianlarich (see map below), where access was far easier, are
uniformly concrete. North of this point, stone was more frequently employed. However concrete was still used in a number of
locations further north, possibly because of a lack of locally available stone suitable for dressing.
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Priscilla and I, on one of our
many wanderings in the Scottish
Highlands, had conducted a
survey of the viaduct and an
article from an 1894 copy of
“the engineer” magazine in my
collection provided a lot of
useful dimensional information.
From this information, a plan of
the viaduct was drawn up and a
list of all the span components
showing: the size (length and
width), form (angle, tee, flat,
etc.) and quantity required. This
formed the cutting list which the
previously described 3 in 1
sheet metal machine paid for
itself by doing the job in about a
week, during which time over
2000 parts were cut out. As with
previous projects of this nature,
I use 0.5mm half hard brass as
the raw material which is
obtainable in sheets 1800mm by
900mm from nonferrous metal
suppliers. This project has
consumed about one and a half
of these sheets.

A few words on the typical design of lattice girders may be helpful for anyone thinking of building one for themselves (those not
interested to this level of detail may wish to skip the next bit. It gets technical!):

•

Lattice girder beams perform two main functions:
o

They support the live load required of them (i.e. in this case, the train)

o

They are also self-supporting. That is they support their own weight and that of the other parts of the
bridge superstructure including the track etc.
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•
•

•

In order to do this, they use bracing arranged diagonally and in this case, in the form of diamonds.
There are two forms of brace within the beams:
o Tension braces and
o Compression braces
These are easily identified on the structure:
o Tension braces start at the top closest to the nearest pier/abutment. Being in tension and thus pulled, they
are generally formed with flat sections since they will not be subject to bending pressures as with
compression braces.
o Compression braces run the other way. However, they need to be made more robust as angles or tees to
resist sideways bending forces, given they are being pushed not pulled.
o There is a complexity at the centre of the bridge where braces normally in tension, when no train is on
the bridge, go into compression as the train (load) approaches. Thus these (whilst still dimensionally
slender compared with the rest (see next bullet below)) are often formed of tees/angles etc. to withstand
the compression forces being imposed.

The photo below shows this:

Detail of one of the side spans with the main beam bracing identified. Note the central braces are both angles since those that are
normally in tension will go into compression under the live load of a train. Also note how the braces become thinner as they get
closer to the centre of the span. NB the span centre is on the left edge of the photo which shows half the span.
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•
•
•

Since the dead load (weight of the span being supported) increases within the beam as one gets closer to the
support point (pier/abutment), so the size of the brace needs to increase to carry that load. Accordingly the
diagonal braces get wider from the span centre towards the support points as can be seen in the photo above.
Wind (cross) bracing between the two beams is also vital. This is arranged both vertically between the beams and
horizontal at the bottom of the beams to connect them together. These resist side loads such as wind and also,
importantly in this case, the train going around a corner.
The main beams of a span are always straight. Curves (as necessary for this viaduct) are formed by offsetting
cross beams (typically I beams) placed on top of the main beams as necessary to carry the load from the track
down to the main beams. As far as is practicable, the rails should be as central to the main beam infrastructure as
possible to minimise offset loads.

Main Span Curve
The main span showing the straight main beams and the curve for the track being set by the cross beams. Clearly the main beams are
central to the piers (for hopefully obvious reasons). However, where they cross the pier, the deck and track are not,! Also note that
the main span piers are at 90 degrees to the main span to maximise load support for this, the heaviest member of the bridge.

•
•

This is most important for the main span. Thus the cross beams for this are positioned so that the maximum
offsets for each side are the same at their most extreme points (the centre and ends of the spans).
The cross beams are always set at 90 degrees to the main beams. This inevitably means they will not usually be
at 90 degrees to the track except at the midpoint of the main span. N.B. hidden away between the cross beams
are “way beams” which run directly under and follow the line of the track. They directly support the track and
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•
•

•
•
•

train. I did not model these, since they are not visible and the decking I used (brass sheet) is strong enough to
carry the weight of our models without further support.
Where the spans sit on the piers, the beam infrastructure is central across the pier. However the track is not, as a
result of the offset of the cross beams, as can be seen in the photo above.
The same principle applies to the side spans and their piers with one caveat: The point where the track runs off
the viaduct at the abutment must be central to the abutment. Thus the side span beams are positioned central on
top of their piers whilst correcting the track offsets from the ends of the main span to gradually reduce these to
the point where the abutment is reached.
Accordingly the abutments naturally are at 90 degrees and central to both the span they support, the deck and the
track; all of which will coincide at these two points being the ends of the viaduct.
Finally, and this should be a little easier to understand, the piers supporting the main span should always be at 90
degrees to the main span beam infrastructure as seen in the picture above.
The remaining piers supporting the side spans should be at 90 degrees to the midpoint of the change in direction
of the side span beam infrastructure.

Phew, the pictures should help, I hope!

Abutment Detail
The north abutment showing the span beams and the decking and track central, and at 90 degrees, to the abutment. Also note that
every other cross beam protrudes for the full width of the deck to support the sidewalks and fence posts.
As the parts were cut out, they were ticked off on the list and wrapped in paper or, for the longer items, bound together with string,
and labelled to ensure they were not misplaced.
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Groups of components such as two flats to form a tee were then grouped together and wrapped in a second sheet of paper further
labelled to reduce the number of packages. The packs were further grouped inside a box for side spans, main span, cross beams and
deck sections and fence rails.
In this way order was maintained and errors were minimised.

Parts Box
Box containing the smaller sections fabricated and ready for assembly. The cross beams, being easily recognised, are not packaged,
However the remaining items are since there are a lot of broadly similar parts that would otherwise be difficult to identify.

Folding An Angle
Angle formed in vice from a flat by being held at mid point and bending over protruding half with a bar ( an old file is good for this)
and then beating down with a hammer to finish off.
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Once cutting was complete, the sections were formed (flats obviously required no further work) by bending angles in the vice with a
bar to fold them through 90 degrees following by tapping the fold point to give a sharp bend.
Tees and I beams were fabricated by soldering flats together. I use a 100 watt iron, plumbers solder and water soluble flux. This was
done by tacking one end, checking for verticality and centrality before doing the same along the beam at about 100mm intervals.
Don’t worry about blobs of solder at this time. One trick I have learnt is to cut off a length of solder wire from the spool and place it
on the joint to be soldered. This means there is one less thing to hold when applying the iron. It also controls the amount of solder
being used. Once I was happy with the alignment of the two sections I added more flux along the joint and slowly ran the iron along
the joint from one end to the middle drawing the molten solder along. Provided there is sufficient flux and solder and the joint is
clean, the solder will flow naturally along the joint ahead of the iron. It was important to allow the work to cool before doing the
same from the other end to the middle. Trying to do it all in one go runs the risk of melting all the solder along the joint causing it to
collapse (I speak from much bitter experience!). I tend to use an iron in preference to a blow torch since there is no wind. Torches
with the breeze they generate tend to blow solder, flux etc off the joint before they melt and bond with the metal.
Finally, I rechecked for alignment and verticality. This was able to be adjusted easily with further use of the soldering iron and a
screwdriver or pliers to nudge over and otherwise adjust any areas necessary. Again, doing a bit at a time and allowing the work to
cool down regularly avoids the risk of the joint collapsing. Importantly keep checking these things as the work progresses.

Soldering Tee
Soldering a web (the vertical bit being held in my fingers) to a flange. This was for a fence post connected to one of the many cross
beams. Firstly, having applied some flux and placed a cut off bit of solder beside the joint at the end furthest from my fingers,
quickly apply the iron. As soon as the solder melts and flows into the joint remove the iron. As long as this is done quickly, the heat
travelling up the metal to ones fingers will not have reached them to excessive levels before the solder solidifies allowing the fingers
to be removed. Speed is vital here. Asbestos hands also helps!
Then, in the second photo, re-flux the entire length of joint, add another cut off bit of solder to the end that was being held in the first
photo. Apply the iron and, as the solder melts, draw the iron along the joint to the centre. Note the capillary action of the solder
along the joint which has been “wetted” by the flux. This is running along the joint ahead of the iron. Once it reaches the middle of
the section, withdraw the iron, allow things to cool down and do the same from the other end back to the middle. N.B. if necessary, a
flat screw driver blade pressed gently at the top of the web for the second application (where the fingers were will help keep the web
vertical and central.

Information Request
The Editor has received an enquiry from Allen Sheehan, of Queenstown, as follows:
I have lived in Queenstown for 20 years now on a steeply-sloping section, yet I intentionally obtained and assembled a Gauge-One
steam locomotive!?!?! Over the years the construction phase filled a void in my being but has ignited an inevitable interest in testing my clumsy efforts by seeing if it will run as designed. Is there a G Scale modeller in or near Queenstown with whom I could
make contact regarding the possibility of running my locomotive.

If any member knows of anyone in the area, please contact Allen at: allenxsheehan@gmail.com
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For I beams, once one joint was done, the section was turned over and the second flange was soldered on in the same way.
The most complex components were the main span compression diagonals for the main beams which were made up of two tees
facing each other separated by diagonal bracing. This latter bracing, being particularly fine, was formed from copper wire bent in a

zigzag as a single component for each diagonal.
Main Span Compression Braces
Forming compression diagonal braces for the main span. These are made up of two tees facing each other with a copper wire brace
zigzagging between them.
Eventually I had a collection of completed components ready for span assembly. I will describe this process next month.

For Sale
Please email me at: tiraugeoff@outlook.com if you are interested.

New replacement abrasive wheel sets for the
LGB track cleaning loco 20670
5 sets available $40 + p&p per set.

2 x LGB track cleaning locomotives for sale.
Abrasive wheels have been replaced and the loco’s are in excellent condition $ 800.00
each . +p&p.
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A DABBLE IN 7/8ths SCALE
Gavin Sowry, Taita
One of the fascinating things in our hobby, is the
variety that you can come across. Different
prototypes is the obvious one, and so are the control
systems. The one I want to waffle about, is scale.
Now, I don’t want to debate ‘what scale is G, really’,
but rather the extreme differences you can get when
modelling narrow gauge.
Seven Eighths scale, or 7/8ths of an inch to the foot,
or 1:13.7, is now an accepted part of our hobby in
which if it runs on 45mm gauge track, then it is
(usually) welcomed. It was at a running day once on
my Taita Gorge Garden Railway, that Ben Calcott
turned up with a complete 7/8ths train. It did show
the real differences, especially when passing ‘normal’
G scale stock. I had a rake of LGB 42430 tipplers that
I coupled up into the train, and thought that they
didn’t look at all too bad (apart from the ‘loose’ LGB
scale, and rather toy like appearance). I loaned those

to Ben while he established his Pine Valley Railway,
which he was building in 7/8ths. Then, one day,
while were having a running session on his line, he
produced a 7/8ths tippler that really was a scale
model. It was so close in size to the LGB model, that
I decided, then and there, that my rake of LGBs were
going to be, henceforth, 7/8ths. I formulated a plan to
‘produce’ LGB 43430 wagons. If you understand the
LGB numbering, you will see that this number is for
the ‘next’ version of the 42430. I even went to the
extent of photo shopping ‘new’ labels, specifically to
fool the ‘box collectors’.
Simply, the conversion from toy to model, was to
swap a few parts in and out to produce a model that
actually looks as though it is genuine LGB. Firstly, I
stripped the model down to component parts, and
cleaned then up for painting. The two parts that were
to be changed, were the wheels, and the couplers. I

Ben turned up with some 7/8ths stock, so I added some LGB tipplers.
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LGB v Slaters kit… G v 7/8ths… toy v model.
used the Bachmann 24mm wheelsets, easy swap. For
couplers, I could have used a bent piece of wire and
bit of chain, but that would give an amateurish finish.
So, I drained my hobby budget, and sent off to Train
World (New York) for the genuine LGB link and pin
couplers. These were fitted, on arrival. The pin chain
on these needs a hole drilled on the wagon
underframe so they can be screwed on. So, I selected
the same cast on rivet on the wagon to shear off, and
drill the hole (standardisation is a wonderful thing).
Before inserting the wheels back into the frame, the
frame, and hopper were rattle canned a red oxide
primer colour, followed a few hours later with a mist
coating in matt black, to give a weathering effect.
Finally, the wheels (which didn’t need a paint) were
inserted. All in all, a tidy little project. What’s more,
the rake didn’t look out of place running around the
Taita Gorge behind Bertha, my LGB O&K steamer.
Now, I really did have a desire to really have a
complete 7/8ths train, so I could ‘play away’ or even
just have 7/8ths sessions at home. Some of you may
be familiar with my exploits in Gn15 scale, where I
have fleet of Davenport Critters up scaled from On30

to Gn15 by adding a Sidelines kitset cab. Now, of
course, Bachmann also produced a model of this loco
in G scale (never did any future runs of it, I believe).
If I could get hold of one of them, I could do the same
as I had done in Gn15. I bid my time, and Trade Me
came to the rescue (as it so often does). The model
duly arrived, and I was soon wielding the Phillips at
it. I had every intention of just replicating the
Sidelines kit in twice full size. But, it turned out that
the body was ‘put together different’, and what would
have been a simple sheet cab front, was going to need
complicated surgery. So, basically, I decided on
keeping the complicated bits in place, and opted for
an open cab loco. Various bits of Plasticard, and
Plaststruct angles were used to even up the cab after
the top was lopped off. A few miscellaneous ‘bits’
were added to simulate some control levers.
Finally, someone to drive it. The 7/8ths world is full
of ‘parts’ and even some people. However, the scale
people, in very many cases, are characters which to
my eye don’t look at all right. Then, almost in
desperation, I Googled 1:14 figures. Bingo, turns out
1:14 is a scale truck standard, and Tamyia make a
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truck driver kit. Being a kit, you get a certain latitude
when assembling it. I looked for stockists all around

the world, and found the cheapest was actually a
Radio Control outfit in Christchurch, of all places.

Conversion, waiting for the paint to dry

7/8ths in action on the Taita Gorge.
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Lock Down Maintenance.
Karl Arnesen, South New Brighton
With plenty of time on my hands I have been
attending to some much needed maintenance at Mt
Catt and Jessie Falls.
I was hoping to be able to finish the branch line into

an extension on the back of the garage so I can run
trains out onto the layout with out having to carry
everything out.

This is as far as the extension has progressed. The frames and trusses were due to arrive the day the lock down was announced!

Looking at my existing layout for things that need doing I fortunately had purchased a couple of bags of small size stone chip small
enough to be ballast. Age and the earthquakes had caused the entrance to the Jessie Falls station to have dropped so a bag of the
ballast was used to even this out and also some at the exit from the station. The new ballast has raised the track two to three
centimetres.
Other maintenance being undertaken includes cleaning the pond by the Mt Catt station and scrubbing the half rounds along the
front of the layout.
Still on the list for the future is lifting the tracks and cleaning the fish plates to keep the track power connections in good order and
also re lining the pond in the gorge area after the cracks caused by the earthquakes left the pond with no water. I can fill it up for
visitors but after a day the water has all drained away. Any suggestions as to how best to do this will be very welcome.
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Wayne’s World
Wayne Haste, Masterton

Coach on the work bench, roof to finish

Finished coach awaiting paint job
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Roll wagon with a lowsider, wheels made with a 3d printer
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Loco stud etc.at the lower station,

Top station, little yard crane, this was a cot case, got it 3rd hand. It was in total pieces, some parts missing
other parts broken, so rebuilt and replaced conversion, waiting for the paint to dry
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Log grab crane, new from OE trip.

Coaling bins at top loco depo, this is a Pola kit
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Truck and trailer ,this is a Schleich model that I have altered. I have made up new trays, tool box and fuel
tank. It requires a load of gravel and weathering.

Lower station loco depo fuel station, made from what I had etc.
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Truck, was kit of a fire engine, next job paint the body etc

Diesel fuel station at the top loco depo, for rail cars etc. made using parts and leftover wagon bits.
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April Wairarapa Running Day
Peter Milburn, Masterton
It was my turn to have the running day this month but as it's not happening, I've attached a couple photos for the Whistle.

My Bachmann 10th anniversary 4-6-0 loco with a full consist of Denver & Rio Grande coaches through the rock cutting and on the
big truss bridge.
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EMD E8 locos running in multiple hauling a freight train
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A Saxon-Austrian Railway
Henrick Dorbek, Masterton
I have built my layout in my double garage and
essentially it is a folded figure eight. I run both Saxon
and Austrian narrow gauges on it. The Saxon stock is
a mix of “Haste Built” and LGB rolling stock. It is
based on nothing particular but is loosely a modern
running historical rolling stock.

The Austrian is based on the Steyrtalbahn in mid
Austria. It closed in 1982 and had only steam locos
running on it. Very unusual even then. I have based it
around the 1970’s and 1980’s.
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NEXT GENERATION UNIVERSAL SOUNDCARDS FOR ONLY $99
For battery radio control or track power. Easy screwdriver installation. Remote control, available
separately, enables adjustments without dismantling the loco.
For Steam … synchronised, load sensitive chuff, 16 variable plain and chime
whistles, bell, safety valve, live steam injector, “All aboard”, guard’s whistle,
brake squeal and Westinghouse brake pump.
For Heavy Diesels … 6 adjustable, load sensitive engine types, 6 variable horns,
bell, brake release, engine start/stop, brake squeal, “All aboard”, guard’s whistle
and switchable turbocharger.

For Light Diesels … Soundcard with 100% recorded sounds including selectable horns,
brakes, two engines, guard, start up and shut down
For Electric Traction for locos and multiple units with 5 horns, 4 motor sounds, 2
compressors, brake release and more.
For Trams and Streetcars … with 3 bells/gongs, 8 horns/air whistles,
buzzer, brake and rail squeal, 3 compressors and two motor sounds.
NEW

NEW

For Railbuses … 2 adjustable, load sensitive
engine types, 5 horns, bell, brake release, engine start/stop, etc.
Available from

www.mylocosound.com

Culcreuch Fold Garden Railway Model Supplies
Phone: 03 551 2142 or 021 2646 945
Email: cfgrms@culcreuchfold.org.nz

Currently planning is still under way for the Garden
Railway Convention in Christchurch next February,
dependent on Government restrictions
The Committee is putting together an interesting
programme of events for your enjoyment
Several clinics/workshops are being organised, with one
being a “hands on”, where you will go away with an item
you will have completed
Buy, Sell & Swap
Meals
Banquet
For Updates send contact details to:
2021ngrc@culcreuchfold.org.nz
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Crest Revolution Remote Control System for G
Scale Battery Power
Sold as Transmitter Only, Transmitter and Receiver,
Sound Decoder Only, or Transmitter and Power Pack
for Track Power
Sounds, and operation controlled by push buttons
Handheld can hold up to 50 locos
Can be wired to any G Scale Locomotive, or plug-nplay for Aristo craft Locomotives
NZ DistributorContact:
Phone: (04) 2338555

Sunset Valley Railroad
Thinking of going pneumatic for your switch (turnout)
operation? Our comprehensive system is simple to install
and use, and it has proven to be very reliable in service
with all metal components, not plastic. Compatible with
the old Del-Air and E-Z Aire systems. Nearly every
product made in the USA

Email: sales@mackstrack.co.nz

www.sunsetvalleyrailroad.com
pete@sunsetvalleyrailroad.com
+1 253 862 6748
New Zealand distributor
Culcreuch Fold Garden Railway Model Supplies

Important update:
The Nashville Garden Railway
Society regrets to announce due to the
Covid-19 pandemic, the 36th
National Garden Railroad Convention
has been postponed by the Gaylord
Opryland Hotel and Resort until
2021. The convention has been rescheduled for May 30th to June 5th,
2021 in Nashville, Tennessee. We
have been working with the Denver
and BAGRS clubs and both clubs
have agreed to slide their scheduled
conventions back one year to allow
the Nashville club to host the
convention next year.

cfgrms@culcreuchfold.org.nz
Phone: 03 551 2142

COMING EVENTS
May 31- June 6 2020 POSTPONED 36th G R Convention, Nashville, TN, USA
July 4-5 2020

CANCELLED Ashburton Model Train Show

July 11-12 2020

Hobby Expo, Taupo

July 18-19 2020

Mercury Bay MRC Exhibition

October 3-4 2020
February 6-8 2021
May 30 –June 5 2021

The BIG Model Train Show, Christchurch
th

12 NZ Garden Railway Convention, Christchurch
th

36 Garden Railway Convention, Nashville, TN, USA

2022

37th Garden Railway Convention, Denver, CO, USA

2023

38th Garden Railway Convention, Santa Clara CA, USA
Quality 45 mm gauge brass track for indoor or outdoor use. Code 332 rail
compatible with all overseas tracks
Now available in 5ft (1.5m) lengths, comprising 2 lengths of rail, plastic
sleepers with two rail joiners, for only $53.00, plus postage, at cost. Track is in
“Kit form”.
Why pay $80.00 or more for imported track when you can purchase locally.
Postage is the most cost efficient method to send the track. 3m lengths also
available, but need to be shipped by truck.
North Island orders will be despatched from Auckland.
Contact: Graeme Quayle Phone 09 416 7600 gray.quayle@xtra.co.nz
South Island orders will be despatched from Rangiora.
Contact: Ian C Galbraith Phone 03 551 2142 cfgrms@culcreuchfold.org.nz
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Club Events and Contacts
Auckland:
Running Days cancelled until further notice
Club Contact: Auckland Garden Railway Society Inc Email: gardenrailauckland@gmail.com
Philip Sharp, Ph: 09 600 2157

Waikato:
Running Days cancelled until further notice
Club Contact: GROW: Garden Railway Operators of Waikato. Email: sandnlipsey@gmail.com
Stefan Lipsey, P O Box 612, Waikato Mail Centre, Hamilton, 3240, Ph: 07 859 3650

Wairarapa:
Running Days cancelled until further notice
Club Contact: Wairarapa Garden Railway Group. Email: Lloyd.dickens@wise.net.nz
C/- Lloyd Dickens, 55 Titoki Street, Masterton. Ph 06 370 3790.

Wellington:
Running Days cancelled until further notice
Club Contact: Wellington Garden Railway Group. Email: cdrowley@xtra.co.nz
Coordinator: Chris Drowley, 47 Chester Road, Tawa 5028, Ph: 0274 496 907

Christchurch:
Running Days cancelled until further notice
NOTE: The AGM has been postponed to a date to be advised.
Club Contact: Christchurch Garden Railway Group: Email: Secy@culcreuchfold.org.nz
Secretary/Treasurer: Ian C Galbraith, 3 Church Street, RANGIORA 7400 Ph 03 5512142
President: Andrew Wilson, 021 273 3047

The Garden Whistle is published monthly by the Christchurch Garden Railway Group and features news from various
G scale Groups in New Zealand.
Each club is a separate identity and the contact details may be found above.
Contributions of articles and/or photos are always welcome. Photos should be sent as separate jpg attachments.
The views expressed in this newsletter are not necessarily those of the Editor, Executive, or members of the
Christchurch Garden Railway Group
Editor: Ian C Galbraith, 3 Church Street, RANGIORA 7400.
Email: GW@culcreuchfold.org.nz

